ALIGN YOUR WORKFLOW PROCESS

AMSCO® 400 Series Medium Steam Sterilizer Transfer Carriage Maintenance Kit

Wear & tear from normal use may cause your Atlas® Transfer Carriage to become out of alignment – making it difficult to unlock from your sterilizer. Through excessive use, the wheels may become misaligned or difficult to move. Help maintain efficient workflow and return your transfer carriage to peak performance with a quick and easy alignment and maintenance of the wheels.
Transfer Cases with Ease

Maintain efficiency and ease of use with reliable parts and installation. The wheel alignment service is **completed at your facility** in just one hour* by STERIS Field Service Representatives (FSRs) using OEM parts.

The Atlas Transfer Carriage Maintenance Kit comes with:

- Tie rod
- Anti-roll blocks
- Bearings
- Nuts
- Brackets
- Lock arm
- Springs
- Bolts
- Washers

**Maintenance Kit for Atlas Transfer Carriage available only on the AMSCO 400 Series Medium Steam Sterilizer.**

*Based on average repair times*